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The Horror, the Horror

It’s the first thing architect Francois Roche shows me when I visit his Bangkok studio
—even before introducing me to Vong, his right-hand man who sits quietly behind an 
altar of computers, next to a small six-axis robot. The studio, hidden in Bangkok’s 
Chinatown on the Chao Phraya River, is a light structure, and once inside, one has 
the feeling one is actually in the hold of a ship. Roche leads me up a stepladder that 
lets out onto a narrow deck. “Don’t fall! It will end badly!” he warns. “Shhh! Do not 
make too much noise or you’ll wake them!” Pointing at a narrow void between the 
studio and the neighboring building, he says, “There are crocodiles living under the 
studio floor!” Indeed, among the rubble, the rubbish, and the wreckage, I see an 
eight-foot-long lump of blubber covered by dirty, scaly skin. It’s disturbing to think that 
there are more crocodiles just inches away, beneath the thin wooden floor. The studio 
scene is indicative of Roche and his collaborative work created under R&Sie(n), [eIf/
bʌt/c], and New Territories. Some collaborators, like Stephanie Lavaux in R&Sie(n) 
and Camille Lacadee in [eIf/bʌt/c] and New Territories, frequently reappear, though 
most change. In the humid warmth of Bangkok, the scene reminds me of “Shark Fin 
Blues,” the epic title song of the series True Detective by the Drones, in which a 
sailor on a lost ship—the captain dying of thirst—sees sharks “out in the water like 
slicks of ink,” one even “bigger than a submarine.” As he circles, the sailor looks in 
his eye and sees “Jonah in his belly by the campfire light.” 

Other references come to mind. The image of a European man on a ship on a river in 
the tropics and the atmosphere of imminent danger reminds of Joseph Conrad’s 
Heart of Darkness. Conrad’s mentor, Edward Garnett, characterized the book as 
such: “The art of Heart of Darkness—as in every psychological masterpiece—lies in 
the relation of the things of the spirit to the things of the flesh, of the invisible life to 
the visible, of the sub-conscious life within us, our obscure motives and instincts, to 
our conscious actions, feelings and outlook.” 

The studio scene is indicative of Roche and the collaborative work he has created 
under the names R&Sie(n) and, since he moved from Paris to Bangkok in 2011, the 
work produced with [eIf/bʌt/c] and New Territories in particular. Even if some other 
names return over and over again in the collaborations, like Stephanie Lavaux in 
R&Sie(n) and Camille Lacadee in [eIf/bʌt/c] and New Territories, most of them 
change. Roche’s collaborative practice has led him to refuse official portraits for a 
long time, representing R&Sie(n) as a somewhat creepy androgynous avatar with a 
computer voice. It was a reaction to the personality cult that came up in architecture 
in the late 1980s. Roche could have easily become such a figure himself. Whereas in 
private, he can be warm and open, in public, he is as charismatic as he is edgy, 
jumping from one idea to another, moving effortlessly from philosophy to art and from 
architecture to media criticism. In the end, this produces constellations of thoughts 
and things with unusual hierarchies between what one would expect to be central or 
peripheral and with unexpected coherences. Roche can leave one baffled after a 
lecture, an effect he reinforces with provocative one-liners. 

In Roche’s work, the archaic and the modern, nature and technology, the West and 
the Orient, myth and reality, intuition and calculation are intrinsically linked in 



rhizomatic chains that can be as material as they are associative (like the relationship 
between the orchid and the wasp that Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari describe in A 
Thousand Plateaus). The objects and buildings Roche designs do not seem to have 
a classical one-dimensional purpose. Instead, they are part of stories. Sometimes 
objects are the protagonists of his videos; other times they appear almost 
parenthetically, like a McGuffin, in quasi-mythical contexts, guarded by people that 
seem as poor as they are wise. Bodies, animals, natural phenomena, things, and 
robots are all in a constant state of flux, a state of becoming. It is a world like that of 
Alice’s Wonderland as invoked by Deleuze in The Logic of Sense. 

On the first floor of Roche’s studio, in front of a large open window overlooking the 
river, I find a strange apparatus consisting of glass bottles suspended from thin wires. 
It is an installation from New Territories’ 2013 video Although (in) hapnea, a 14-
minute work inspired by the French myth of Vouivre, a female wyvern who is thought 
to live by a river. Camille Lacadee, the video’s codirector, appears as a chimera that 
can live on land and in water. Initially, she’s a journalist, sporting a moustache and 
short hair and dressed in an elegant gray suit. Later, she appears as Ophelia, with 
long, curly hair. In between, we see her disappearing into a river, her long hair 
dissolving as it meets the water. In the video, the bottles are a kind of chimera as well
—something between river, land, and air. Roche tells me that they are shaped like 
the little fish that eat mosquito larvae in the water of Thai Buddhist monasteries, but 
they are much bigger. Some of the bottles contain colorful fish. The installation looks 
like a wave of a frozen river. At the end of the video, a Thai man eats one of these 
beautiful fish raw, in an act suggesting a form of cannibalism. 

Roche recommends I watch Cannibal Holocaust, the 1980 film by Ruggero Deodato. 
It’s quasi-documentary style and the way it treats the mythologies of an imaginary 
alien culture have greatly influenced New Territories. Cannibal Holocaust contains 
extreme violence, rape, and cannibalism. The film seems to be about the relation 
between “primitive” and “civilized” societies, but eventually it becomes clear that it is 
a critique of media. The plot centers on a search for a documentary film crew that 
goes missing while seeking out cannibals. The crew is found dead, but their films are 
recovered. The reels contain shocking images of what seem to be primitive rituals 
involving rape and cannibalism. A television station wants to broadcast the films, but 
after watching them, the leader of the search team, Harold Monroe, discovers that 
many of the actions thought to be “primitive” were in fact staged by the Western crew. 
He recommends the documentary not be broadcast, and the executives of the 
television station order the films to be burned. Watching Monroe leave the station, we 
can only wonder who the real cannibals are. Nobody will ever know, just like the final 
words of Mr. Kurtz in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, which are concealed for his 
fiancée: “The horror, the horror.” 


